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ABSTRACT 
'Instrumentation Fault Simulation Training Module' or known as FAST.tool 
is essentially a learning tool which serves as a training kit for instrument 
troubleshooting. This tool is enthused by numerous complaints concerning new 
engineers who are inadequately performing troubleshooting. Believing that the 
engineers' deficiencies are due to lack of experience and substantial training, this tool 
will optimistically solve the problem. Understanding of various type of 
instrumentation faults are the key points in order to accomplish this project as well as 
good knowledge in Visual Basic scripting and coding. To accomplish the project, the 
prototyping process model approached is applied. The model process begins with a 
requirements capture activity, followed by a quick design and build of a prototype or 
mock-up of the product. After analyzing the first built model, further modifications to 
the requirements are generated and the process begins again to build the second 
model. These processes continue until the final model satisfied the objectives of the 
project. Taking into consideration all interactive enhancement suggestions towards 
the project, new and better user interface design is created and introduced. This 
project aims to lay the solid foundation for the troubleshooting skill development 
using multimedia aid become to overcome the troubleshooting deficiency. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Learning process these days is more convenient with the use of computer-
based instruction. With multimedia aid, the learning process becomes easier, 
interesting and efficient. Instead of text presentation, multimedia programs could 
use pictures, sounds or even video to further explain about the subject. 
Employing the multimedia aid into the instrument troubleshooting training 
is seen to be a beneficial practice. In instrumentation, 'troubleshooting' is defined 
as the action taken to fix any failure occurs while 'failure' is described as the 
condition of not achieving a desired state or function. Dealing with failures is a 
troubleshooter's business, and to troubleshoot successfully, he/she must first 
understand how failure occurs. Specifically in a process plant, failures can occur 
due to factors such as a faulty component (hardware), an incorrect line of 
programming code (software), or a human error (systematic). A system can even 
have a functional failure when it is working properly but is asked to do something it 
was not designed to do or when it is exposed to a transient condition that causes a 
momentary failure. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Instrument engineers play an important role towards plant safety as well as 
its productivity. One vital task as an instrument engineer is to troubleshoot 
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